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Alberto Moioli and Sen

In Sen’s drawings and paintings since 1994 when he 
created his Gesturism style, you will often find a horse 
and woman appearing together; occasionally a man is 
seen in this picture too.

In Sen’s imagination, a woman’s psychological 
relationship with the horse is affection, it can even be 
immoderate pleasure. It’s quite different from how men 
perceive the horse as representing power, speed and 
gambling.

Sen explains that because the durability of the sexual 
act is limited in men, they are unable to accompany 
women in their limitless sensuality. To overcome 
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their frustration of non-fulfilment, women in their 
imagination may superimpose the strong, elegant, 
speedy yet harmless creature of a horse. This can be 
translated as the woman-horse relationship having an 
aura of hedonism. At the same time, the way women 
perceive the horse is more to do with the power of 
sensual seduction than simple masculine virility.

 Sen has always found the elasticity of women’s 
sensuality reflected in their acceptance of the horse as 
an understanding companion who complements them, 
never overpowers them. Sen considers women and the 
horse to be perfect conducive partners in their attitude 
of sharing the gestures of intense love.

Alberto Moioli 
Curator, Art Critic and Director of Enciclopedia 
d’Arte Italiana, Art Advisor ArtAffinity, Italy

Some works of Sen (Shombit) with subjects of women and horses contain a very deep meaning. They 
enrich the value of expressive artistic interpretation. Past the initial amazement that involves us when we 
observe the artist’s works, the unique perceptual sensitivity in each one of us begins to accept the explosive 
sensuality of the paintings. 
I have carefully observed Sen’s interpretation of the horse and women. I pleasantly find the individuals to 
be sharing a sense of grace, nobleness, beauty and freedom. The power of this interpretation is determined 
not by the muscular nature of the horse, but by the harmony that forms to elegantly unite the subjects in 
explosive sensuality. 
The image that forms chases a hedonistic conception, where the achievement of beauty and pleasure is the 
absolute end of life. The two subjects come together in Sen’s works to express emotions and strong feelings 
that must be left free to act on our soul without any resistance, and with the magic wonder one experiences 
before a work of art. 
This evokes in me a feeling similar to Monet’s words: he wanted to be born blind so as to be surprised 
when first seeing the beauty of nature without any condition.

Wonder and

magic of women

and horses
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The Black 
Stallion 

Cloudy Feel - 2015, Mixed Media on Paper, 32 x 25 cm  
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Vickram Sethi 
Chairman, Institute of  
Contemporary Indian Art 
Mumbai
 
Artist Sen (Shombit) has a series of paintings that 
combine women and horses. At first glance the 
work seems like visceral imaginings with colours, 
but for the discerning viewer, the enigma that Sen’s 
Gesturism art creates slowly falls into place.  A 
splotch becomes the eye of the horse, curves and 
breasts reveal themselves as part of a woman`s 
torso. Suddenly it is clear  that the work portrays a  
woman and a horse in metaphysical sexual  
encounter. 

Depiction of horses pre-date written language as is  
obvious from pre-historic cave paintings. Being a  
natural companion to man at work and in art, 
the steed is held in high esteem, honour and 
reverence. In more than one tradition the horse 
easily wins a special seat, from mythology to 
recorded history, carrying patron saints, often 
bursting into existence from a bolt of lightning, or 
rising from the sea.

In art, the equine image was common in ancient 
Egypt and Greece.  More refined equestrian 
anatomy appeared in classical Greek and later 
Roman works. Clearly this magnificent animal 
has equally intrigued the artist and rider through 
pre-history to the 21st century, symbolizing valour, 
courage, victory and strength. 

In line with artistic obsession with the horse in art 
history and in the context of humanity, in Sen’s 
mind he lovingly carves his imagination of the 
subterranean female mindspace that’s fascinated 

with this graceful creature. It is for the viewer to 
decipher what the artist is trying to say.

Psychologists Freud and Jung saw this elegant 
animal representing powerful instinctive urges of 
a sexual, perhaps aggressive nature. Sociologists       
and art therapists have commented on female 
fascination for horses as connoting amorous 
fantasy and erotic supremacy. 

From Lady Godiva riding naked through town on 
horseback to Chauser’s Reeve’s Tale, the horse 
in literature was used to depict sensual desire 
and virility. As its use in everyday life declined, 
it became a symbol of sexuality. Advertisements 
now trot out the horse for selling aphrodisiacs to 
condoms that enhance sexual performance. 

Sen juxtaposes the horse and the woman in an 
almost spiritual way, one emerging from the other. 
There is certainly an erogenous fantasy at play; 
not merely prodding, but shoving the viewer 
into grappling with what is on view. These works 
are not for the weak and the timid, but for the 
discerning and the strong who take an instant 
to recognise what is going on. Once the viewer 
deciphers Sen’s calligraphy he / she goes into 
memory recall and re-lives his / her own fantasy 
and the past. Who is the stud and the stallion, 
what amatory activity is going to happen next 
or has probably just happened? These questions 
remain with the viewer for a long time.  And The 
Black Stallion comes to life again and again. 
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Determined - 2015, Mixed Media on Paper, 77 x 57 cm  

Musing - 2015, Acrylic on canvas, 51 x 51 cm  

Ponder - 2015, Acrylic on canvas, 50 x 50 cm  

Cognition - 2015, Acrylic on canvas, 41 x 41 cm  
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In the Mind- 2013, Sketch on Japanese washi paper, 11 x 15 cm 
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Awareness - 2015, Ink & Colour on paper, 20 x 20 cm  

Amarous - 2015, Ink on paper, 32 x 25 cm  
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 Togetherness - 2013 
Sketch on Japanese  

washi paper, 14 x 14 cm 

Chimera - 2013 
 Sketch on Japanese 

washi paper, 14 x 14 cm 
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Poem of Love - 1998, Water colour 48 x 55 cm
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Désire - 1999
Water colour 60 x 45 cm 

Mystique - 1998
Water colour 58 x 45 cm

Incarnation de la grâce - 1998 
Water colour 45 x 38 cm 

Morph - 1999
Water colour 60 x 45 cm 
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Indulgence - 1998, Water colour 48 x 55 cm 
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Mirage - 1999, Ink & Colour on Japanese washi paper, 72 x 72 cm Phantasm - 1999, Ink on Japanese washi paper, 72 x 72 cm
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Prismatic - 1995 
 Water colour 48 x 55 cm

Sketch on paper - 1994, 27 x 40 cm

Dreaming - 1994, Drawing ink 30 x 20 cm  
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The Growing Stem - 1998 
Water colour 48 x 55 cm
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International publisher Sage Publications has just 
released their global publication of paintings and 
drawings of artist Sen (Shombit Sengupta) from 
his academic period 1969 up to today.

This 208-page, 32x25 cm art book very clearly 
demonstrates Gesturism art (www.sen-art.com). 
The book is available at marketing@sagepub.in

View Gesturism Scrambled Art:

http://www.sen-art.com/Periods/2015-Scrambled-
Leonardo-Labyrinth.php

http://www.sen-art.com/Periods/2015-Scrambled-
Renaissance-Melody.php

www.sen-art.com
Paris : Sen at the Carrousel du Louvre Museum

Milan : Telemilano covering the unscrambling of
Leonardo Labyrinth at the vernissage of the exhibition by 
Enciclopedia d’Arte Italiana

Tokyo : Sen’s paintings exhibitted at Tokyo International
Art Fair at Harajuku with viewers and Naohide Takatani, his art 
representative in Japan

Venice : Sen with Dr. De Roni at the exhibition
in Palazzo Ca’ Zanardi

Viewers unscrambling the painting 
Renaissance Melody

Sen in
six international

exhibitions 2015

SEN GESTURISM ART 
An artist’s journey from Kolkata to Paris 

A painting

autobiography

book

Blindenmarkt, Austria : 
Sen with Curator Heinz Playner at the 
historic Castle Hubertendorf exhibition

Kolkata : Sen with
journalist Swapan Mullick 
in front of his scrambled 
Gesturism installation 
painting Sardinian 
Rhapsody at the 150 
Year anniversary exhibition 
of the Calcutta Govt. 
College of Arts & Crafts
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